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  Housing for a better world 
Architecture competition 
Open call for expressions of interest 
13th July 2020

INTRODUCTION
The coronavirus pandemic has brought many issues across UK society into 
sharp focus, from the climate emergency to widespread inequality. As we begin 
to consider how we could create a better future for everyone, Brick By Brick 
have partnered with the Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust to launch a design 
competition on creating housing for a better world.

Our homes are central to our daily lives – now more so than ever – and can help  
to address issues surrounding health, sustainability and diversity. As such,  
we’re looking for creative ideas for how our homes can improve all three for 
residents and wider communities.

Brick By Brick is a council-owned developer based in Croydon, creating well-
designed, affordable homes for local people. The Stephen Lawrence Charitable 
Trust was founded to tackle inequality in all forms. Together, we believe that the 
built environment should be designed by the people who live in it, celebrating and 
giving voice to people from every background.  

Croydon is one of the most diverse boroughs in London. We are therefore looking 
for architectural practices that have a commitment to diversity through existing 
staff or planned diversifying action so that the winning practice’s design team 
reflects the rich cultural heritage of our local population. 

The winning practice will be commissioned by Brick By Brick to design one of the 
schemes in our next small sites programme, with the potential for working together 
on future developments.
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THE BRIEF 
We’re looking for bold and thought provoking ideas to explore how housing design 
could change in support of a better world. Brick By Brick is committed to providing 
properly designed affordable homes for people living in Croydon that add value to 
communities and existing neighbourhoods.  

Your idea should address the following:  

•  Croydon is an extremely diverse borough with a mix of communities and rich 
cultural heritage. How can we create housing and developments that respond 
to local issues, cultures and concerns and that best meet the needs of local 
communities?  

•  Brick By Brick is committed to becoming a ‘One Planet Leader’ in housing 
development. As part of this our homes need to work towards being carbon zero 
and be part of the built environment in a way that provides wider ecological 
benefits for residents and the local community. How do we continue to deliver 
affordable housing that is environmentally responsible?

•   The current health pandemic means our homes are working harder to support our 
everyday lives. How could they be designed to better serve our everyday needs? 
How can we make sure they facilitate health and wellbeing whilst also being 
workplaces and schools? 

We want the best design for local communities, but it also needs to be feasible  
for local delivery. Your submission should focus on an outer London location such 
as Croydon and address the realities of delivering housing across multiple sites  
of varying scales, identifying efficient ways to deliver viable schemes. This 
should ideally take into account organisational structures, such as planning and 
procurement, that steer the delivery of housing.

Further guidance on submission material is listed below. 
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THE COMPETITION PROCESS 
We’re running the competition in two stages:

Stage 1 — Interested practices are invited to write a short expression of interest 
that responds to the theme of ‘Housing for a better world’. See below for exact 
requirements.

Stage 2 — A shortlist of up to five applicants will be invited to submit entries 
visually describing their proposal in more detail. This Pecha Kucha style 
presentation (20 slides presented with 20 seconds per slide) will be hosted as part 
of the Architecture Foundation’s 100 Day Studio programme.  

The practice with the winning submission will be offered the opportunity to work 
on a future Brick By Brick site. For the winning submission, it is not expected that 
all ideas will translate to a particular site.  However, it is expected that the interests 
of the practice will be identified through the competition and be embedded within 
some of the design principles on the live site. 

Our judging panel —
• Colm Lacey, CEO, Brick By Brick  
• Chloë Phelps, Head of Design & Commercial, Brick By Brick / Common Ground  
 Architecture 
• Anisha Jogani, Placemaking Team Leader, Croydon Council 
• Pragga Saha, Stephen Lawrence Trust alumni  
• Betty Owoo, Architecture Foundation Young Trustee 
• Yemi Aladerun, Islington & Shoreditch HA, Architects Benevolent Society,  
 RIBA Council Member 
• Croydon BME Forum representative TBC

Timings —
• Competition launches — 13th Jul 2020 
• Stage 1 submission deadline — 31st Jul 2020 
• Shortlist announced — 10th Aug 2020 
• Stage 2 submission deadline — 21st Aug 2020  
• Pecha Kucha (AF 100 Day Studio) — 27th Aug 2020
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SUBMISSION MATERIAL 
Stage 1 — to be consolidated into a single document 
1. Covering page with:

• Submission title 
• Name of submitting practice 
• Name, email address and telephone number of main contact at  
 submitting practice 
• Summary paragraph of proposal/response to brief (maximum 100 words)

2. Written response to the brief (maximum 500 words):

• Description of the proposal covering: 
  ▪   Design process and rationale 
  ▪   Approach to designing homes that best meet the need of local communities  
  ▪   Approach to environmental concerns 
  ▪   Community engagement 
  ▪   Delivery considerations: planning, costs, procurement, construction/  
            fabrication 
  ▪   Diagrams and images (maximum two pages, optional)

3. Supporting material:

•  Practice bio (maximum 250 words): 
 ▪   Who makes up the practice and what are your backgrounds? 
 ▪   Do you have a particular connection to Croydon or South London? 
 ▪   How do you ensure you have a diverse work force 
 ▪   What action is planned to increase diversity?

•  Description of practice's work (maximum 250 words): 
 ▪   Interests that drive the practice's designs 
 ▪   Examples of relevant experience (completed housing projects, either own               
     work or at previous practices, provided this is credited) 
 ▪   Confirmation of PII levels of at least £2million

•  Diagrams and images (maximum two pages)

•  Proposed team CVs (maximum one page per person)

Submission deadline 6pm, Friday 31st July 2020
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Eligibility  
This competition is open to all UK-based practices. We particularly welcome 
submissions from recently-formed practices and practices with leaders and staff 
from diverse backgrounds.

Stage 1 submissions should be sent to ideas@wearebrickbybrick.com  
Files should be no larger than 5MB.

Stage 2 —  
‘Pecha Kucha’ style presentation in PDF format:

• A maximum of 20 slides each lasting 20 seconds (this will be on a timer!)   
•  Covering page with submission title and practice name. Please use visual 

methods to portray your idea using whatever media you have available to you. 
We will be focusing on the clarity of your proposal and professional nature of 
your pitch. We encourage you to use sketches, diagrams and drawings, but your 
submission can also include images, animations, videos or model photos. 

Stage 2 submissions should be uploaded to WeTransfer and sent to  
ideas@wearebrickbybrick.com files should be no larger than 20MB.

The shortlisted practices will then be asked to present their idea as part of the 
Architecture Foundation’s 100 Day Studio programme: 

• Making use of the images put together to talk through your proposal 
• A maximum of 20 seconds/slide 
• 5 minute Q&A session with judges

Submission deadline 6pm, Friday 21st August 2020. 

 
COMPETITION OUTCOMES 
The prize for the competition will be to design one of the sites in our next 
programme of Croydon Smaller Sites. This will likely be an infill development site 
with capacity for circa ten homes either on an existing estate or garage site.  
Design work is due to start in autumn 2020 and initially the commission would be 
to take the scheme to planning by spring/summer 2021. This is subject to agreeing 
Brick By Brick appointment terms, which are instructed on a stage by stage basis.  

We are committed to providing feedback at each stage if this is requested.  
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